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ABSTRACT

The microwave

spectrum

of S07CICH3

was observed

by means

of Stark

modulation and double resonance
modulation.
Rotational
constants,
centrifugal
distortion
parameters
and nuclear
quadrupole
coupling
constants
are reported
for the 3’Cl and 37Cl species. An unambiguous
choice between three possible
electron diffraction structures could be achieved by the determination
of the O-O
distance.

INTRODUCTION

The molecular

structure

of methane

sulphonyl

chloride

(SO,CICH,)

has

been studied by electron diffraction by Hargittai and Hargittai [L]. These investi’gators found three molecular structures differing largely in the O-S-O angle and
all equally acceptable as far as least squares fit criteria are concerned. One solution,
however, was preferred on the grounds of vibrational amplitudes and trends in analogous compounds. As suggested by Dr. I. Hargittai, we checked the accuracy of
the proposed structure by microwave spectroscopy.

MICROWAVE

SPECTRA

The spectrum (22-40 GHz) was recorded at room temperature with a conventional 10 kHz Stark-modulated
instrument at pressures of 0.005-0.02
mm Hg.
The accuracy of frequency measurements
was about 0.1 MHz, and better for

strong lines with well resolved
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The spectrum

was dominated

by many

strong

b-type

JK,J_s

--, f~.+ ,,

J-K-,

and
‘I;,J-k+
1 =+
JK+
,, J-f(
transitions.
No a-type transitions
could be observed,
and only a few b-type J -+ J+ I transitions,
relatively
weak and much affected by
quadrupole
splittin g, occur in the spectrum.
Hence for some time the complete
determination
of the rotational
constants
was prevented.
This problem
was solved
with aid of double resonance,
by applying an on-off modulated
strong microwave
field in a frequency
region where the Z2,-3,,
transition
was expected,
and observing the modulated
absorption
around the frequency
where the 3,&,,
transition
was calculated
to be for each pump frequency.
In this way a double resonance
was
detected after scanning a 300 MHz region in 10 MHz steps with the pump klystron.
After that, more R-type transition
frequencies
were measured
with the double
resonance method: most of these lines were almost invisible in the Stark spectrum
because of the large number of much stronger Q-type transitions.

RESULTS

other

A few J --, J+ I lines could be resolved in four quadrupole
components;
the
lines were either unresolved
or split in symmetric
doublets.
We studied 39

TABLE

1

ROTATIONAL

CONSTANTS,

CENTRIFUGAL
AlETHANE

SULFONYL

The number
transitions.

A (MHz)
B (MHz)
C (MHz)
1. (u.A’)
lb (U.A2)
I, (WA”)
&if,--I,
A, (Hz)
1,~ (Hz)
IA. (Hz)
15, (Hz)

An(Hz)
(MHz)

zc,,,
%bb

(MHz)

xcc (MHz)
‘1
NW
J,,,,.(R)

A’(Q)
J,,,,,(Q)

PRINCIPAL

DISTORTION

OF

AND

INERTIA

NUCLEAR

(CONVERSION
QUADRUPOLE

FACTOR
COUPLING

505376

MHz.u.A2),

COSSTANTS

FOR

CHLORIDE

of transitions

(u.A’)

MOhlENiS

PARAhlETERS

N and the maximum

value of J are given

for both

SO2 ==CICH,

S02”ClCH,

4636.42 I +0.005
2787.938 ho.005
2682.889iO.005
109.0013
181.2723
188.3701
101.9035
468 +ZO
189423
- 1425123
13.6&0.2
- lO41&8
- 65.7 10.4
29.950.3
35.8hO.3
0.079 +0.006
8
13
47
58

4636.319&0.008
2714.847&0.006
2615.081 JO.01 I
109.0037
186.1527
193.2544
10 I .9020
457*30
1836&g
- 1426250
13.6 (ass.)
- I04 I (ass.)
-51.6;O.S
23.8 kO.4
27.8&0.4
0.068 ~0.008
7
13
18
32

R-type

and Q-type

224
(54
transitions
(91 quadrupole
components)
for SO, 3’CICH, and 21 transitions
the
quadrupole
components)
for SO? 37CICH3. By a least squares procedure
quadrupole
coupling constants and the centre frequencies were then calculated,
the respective r.m.s. deviations being 91 and 96 kHz. The transition
frequencies
thus obtained were combined with data for unresolved lines to obtain rotational
constants and centrifugal distortion parameters [a]; in this calculation the r.m.s.
deviation was 82 kHz for both isotopic species. The measured frequencies
are
available on request; the molecular parameters are reported in Table 1.
The quadrupole
coupling constants have, within experimental
error, the
axis coincides
correct 35C I/ 37CI ratio. Assuming that the principal quadrupole
with the S-Cl bond, which makes an angle of only 4.6” with the a-axis [l], we note
a slight deviation from a cyiindrically symmetric electron distribution
about this
axis. This is expressed by the parameters
rl (Table I), which agree well with the
for SOZ3 ‘CIF [3].
values 11 = 0.065+0.006
for SOZ 35CIF and tl = 0.066+0.012
As in S02FCH,
[4], no splittings due to internal rotation of the CH, group
were observed. Calculation shows that therefore Y, must be at least 2 kcal mol-I.

MOLECULAR

STRUCTURE

The a-substitution
coordinate of the Cl atom is 1.5769f0.0001
A; the 6coordinate
is too small (0.036 A) to be reliable. The O-O distance can be found
from the relation
I,+&--I,

= tttor,Zo+ttt,rt$

= 101.90 u.A’

Zf we take rHH = 1.82 A [I] with the wide error limit of 0.05 A, we find roe = 2.483
+0.003 A. With the aid of the S-O distance of 1.424+0.003 A [I] we calculate
the O-S-O bond angle to be 121.3”+0.6”. Apart from improving the accuracy
(120.8”f2.4”
in electron diffraction) this value confirms that M. and i. Hargittai
have proposed the correct model out of the three possibilities. Also, the Cl position
in t_he electron diffraction model (a = 1.583 A, b = 0.047 A) agrees fairly well
with our result; the iame applies to the inertial moments which differ less than
0.6 % from the microwave data. No better agreement could be expected in view
of the error limits of the electron diffraction param’eters and, here less important,
the neglect of vibrational corrections.
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